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MEDICAL CARE OF ACUTE CONDITIONS
Lois M. Verbrugge,a The University of Michigan, Ann Arbor
INTRODUCTION
Despite contemporary emphasis on chronic
c~mclitions in the United States, acute conditions
mnain frequent causes of disability and they
wxwunt i“or a large share of primary care serv-
ices. In 1973, an acute incidence rate of 175
conditions per 100 persons, or an average of 1.8
.tcutc conditions per person per year, was esti-
muted in the Health Interview Survey (HIS).
Acute conditions caused an average of 9.1 re-
stricted activity days and 4.0 bed disability days
per person in 1973, Under age 45, data from the
He;dth Interview Survey showed that acute con-
ditions were the principal cause of restricted
:Lctivity and bed disability. At ages 45 and over,
chronic conditions were the principal cause, but
wrote conditions still accounted for about one-
third of all restricted activity and bed disability
days, In the Health Interview Survey, acute con-
ditions are counted only if they cause restricted
;tctivity or receive medical attention. Acute dis-
comforts that are untreated or self-treated are
cumrncm and would increase the Health Inter-
vietv Survey incidence rates if included.
Little systematic information has been avail-
;iblc at the national level about why some acute
txmditions are medically attended and others are
not, how soon and \vhere medical care is first
s(m~llt, problems people encounter in getting
c:tre for acute conditions, satisfaction with the
cm-e, and compliance with medical advice.b This
rcpurt presents relevant data from the 1973-74
LIAssistmtprofessor, Dep~tment of Biostatistics, The
University of Michigan.
bSeveral national surveys of health services’ use and
expenditures have been conducted by the Center for
Ikdth Administration Studies (University of Chi-
C.lgw).1,2
Health Interview Survey for the civilian noninsti-
tutionalized population of the United States.
HIGHLIGHTS
During 1973-74 a slight majority (52.6 per-
cent.) of the estimated number of acute illnesses
and injuries received medical care. The y were
brought to the attention of a physician directly
(in person or by telephone) or indirectly
(through the physician’s nurse). The other !7.4
percent caused restricted activity but did not
receive medical attention. Of the nonmedically
attended acute conditions, a small proportion
(6.1 percent) were likely to receive physician
care, according to respondents.
Whether a condition is perceived as serious is
an important factor in the decision to seek medi-
cal care for acute illnesses and injuries. Over
four-fifths (84.7 percent) of the conditions
viewed as “very serious” were medically at-
tended. Just over three-fifths (63.8 percent) of
conditions seen as “somewhat serious” were
medically attended. Two-fifths (40.0 percent) of
the conditions perceived as “not serious” were
brought to the attention of a doctor. The
importance of condition severity is reflected in
the reasons given by persons with nonmedically
attended conditions for not seeing a physician.
Two reasons–’’the condition was not serious
enough” (47.3 percent) and “could treat the
condition myself” (33.9 percent) —accounted for
four-fifths of the reasons given for nonmedically
attended conditions. Negative attitudes about
doctors (5.9 percent), money or transportation
problems (5.3 percent), and appointment prob-
lems (2.5 percent) were relatively less frequent
reasons for not seeking medical care.
For 19,3 percent of aII conditions, respond-
ents discussed their health problem with a non-
physician. The majority (67.9 percent) of these
conditions were discussed with relatives and
friends; 19.8 percent were discussed with a
nurse; and 13.7 percent with some other type of
mmphysician. Overall, 58.2 percent of the con-
ditions discussed with someone were brought to
a physician’s attention.
Just over a third (34.2 percent) of the
medically attended illnesses and injuries were
brought to a physician’s attention within 4
hours after they were first noticed. By the end
‘of a 24-hour period, 43.6 percent of the condi-
tions had received medical attention. For only
5.4 percent of medically attended conditions,
people waited 1-2 weeks before receiving care.
Delays of 4 hours or longer in seeking care
for an acute illness or injury usually occur
because the respondent views the condition as
not serious enough to merit a physician’s care.
In 38.0 percent of the cases, the reason given for
waiting 4 hours or more was that the condition
was not serious enough. For another fifth (21.7
percent) of the conditions, persons felt they
could treat the condition themselves. Problems
getting an appointment caused delays for 16.4
percent of the conditions; negative attitudes
to~vard doctors and money or transportation
problems accounted for 4.5 and 4.2 percent,
respectively, of the conditions with delayed
attention.
Half (49.6 percent) of the medically at-
tended conditions were first seen at a doctor’s
office. A sizable number (22.3 percent) were
first brought to medical attention by telephone
consultation. Somewhat fewer (16.2 percent)
were first attended in a hospital emergency
room.
Getting to the site of care takes little time
for most people. For about half of the medically
attended con ditions, travel time was less than 15
minutes. For over four-fifths (84.5 percent) of
the attended conditions, people reached a place
of care within a half hour. Only 4.8 percent of
the conditions required journeys of 45 minutes
or Ionger.
Waiting times at a doctor’s office or clinic
are some~vhat longer than travel times to it. Half
of the conditions entailed travel times of less
than 15 minutes, but only t~vo-fifths (41 .4 pcl--
cent) involved waiting times of the same dLlr:t-
tion. Moreover, although 4.8 pm-cent of th~’ C(tn-
ditions had travel times of 45 minutes (jr Itjllgcr,
20.8 percent of the conditions entailed ~vuitin:
times of 1 hour or longer. Waitin~ times {II 2
hours or longer occurred for 8.2 pm-mm L ()1’ ,111
medically attended conditions.
Respondents reported theii- problems in
traveling, waiting, and getting an app~]int mcmt
for acute conditions. Of the thnx prt~l~lcnls,
waiting at the site of care \vas the most 1](/[hI’l--
some. For a fifth (22.1 percent) of the c(lldi-
tions, people said the wait was “much tot) 1(m:”
or “somewhat too long. ” Respunclents r.irtl>’
reported transportation problems (7.3 ]JL’I_CL’llt
of the conditions) or appointment pr(jblcms (f} .(;
percent).
How satisfied are people with mcdicul :ttIcII-
tion they receive for an acute illncws (Jr injury:)
Respondents were asked if the cI(Ict(or spl’111
enough time during the consultati~m and if th(’~
were satisfied in general tvith cm-c rereiv~~c[ If jr
the condition. In most cases (93.7 percent (If the
conditions), people felt the doctor spent cn~ ILI@
time with them. People \vere very satisfid ~vith
their medical care for over four-fifths (83.4 per-
cent) of the medically attended conditi[)m. Fi )r
10.2 percent of the conditions, people were
somewhat satisfied; for 3.1 percent, sonl~l~vlmt
dissatisfied; and for 3.2 percent, ~’ery dissiltis-
fied.
In treating acute conditions, doctors (]ftcn
give prescriptions, advise patients to return I(lr
another check, or refer them to another cl{jctor.
For two-thirds (66.8 percent) of the conditions,
physicians wrote a prescription. Virtually :.ill uf
these were obtained by the patients (97.5 per-
cent of conditions with prescriptions). Fnr ml ]rc
than one-third (36.8 percent) of the conditit Jns,
the physician recommended a return \isit. In
about three-fourths (76.9 percent) (II these
cases, a return visit had Leen made by the time
of interview, or was going to be in the inlme-
diate future. Although few conditions (7.9 per-
cent) were referred to another physician, c(]nl-
pliance with referral Ivas high: By the time ~.]f
interview 82,4 percent of the referred conditions
had been seen by the second doctor or \vcre
scheduled to be seen.
SOURCE AND LIMITATIONS OF THE DATA
The inf(mnution pmsentedi nthisreportwas
{~l}l;iincd from supplemental forms on acute con-
[Iitit)ns added t{} the Health Interview Survey
durinx calendar yctirs 1973 and 1974. Over this
2-\l’:ir pmiod, the t(ttal Health Interview Survey
,Illnuill sample of approximately 12,000 seg-
n~~mts yielded a probability sample of about
~:i7,(100 persons in 81,000 interviewed house-
h()Ids. The broad objectives of the questions
!\ILTUtu describe factors associated with medical
~ttt~mtiml of acute conditions. Acute conditions
arc defined as conditions first noticed in the
S-month period preceding the interview week
that caused restricted activity, received medi-
L.al attention; or both. The annual incidence of
acute conditions is calculated on the basis of
1)nly those conditions whose onset occurred in
tlN*2 ~veeks preceding the week of interview.
Two supplemental questionnaires were de-
v~~lupcd, one for acute conditions that got no
nl~’dical’ attention and the other for medically
;ttt~mcled conditions. The former had items on
tlw perceived seriousness of the condition, inten-
ti(.m to see a doctor about it in the future,
nwuns for nut seeking medical care, and consul-
tatiml Jvith relatives and friends about the condi-
ti(m, The Iatter contained similar items, plus
,idditional questions on the speed and place of
iirst-cnntact care, problems in getting that care,
s;ilislaction with care, and compliance with
1r~t~tmcmtregimens.
These data on medically and nonmedically
;Ltt~’llded acute conditions were obtained from
1tLm{)ns \vhu rmponded for themselves or for a
h! mschold member under 17 years of age in
1!173 and under 19 years of age in 1974. When-
Lv~’r possible, the condition supplements were
L-{lmpletcd at the time of the regular HIS inter-
~i~w’, Ctillbacks were used to complete condition
s(ll]l~lcnlcnts for sample persons not at home at
thL’ ~illlL’of the re~ular HIS interview. When
lI{:L”L’SSLW)’,telephone interviews were used to
L“(ml~dctc condition supplements with persons
NLSI1()nding f~]r a household member under 17
\(“s11”s01 ;l,qL’.
‘1’hL’sunt”y Ivas conducted during two calen-
d,u \’L’dIX ( 1!173 and 1974) to provide a reliable
~l,li;t I);IsL’ for the kinds of detailed descriptions
presented in this report. Nonetheless, because
the estimates shown in this report are based on a
sample of the population rather than on the
entire population, they are subject to sampling
error. Therefore, particular atten tion should be
paid to the section in appendix I entitled “Relia-
bility of Estimates.” Sampling errors for most of
the estimates are of relatively low magnitude.
However, where an estimated total or estimated
numerator or denominator of a percentage is
small, the sampling error may be high. This
latter caveat is particularly important to keep in
mind when making inferences about differences
between categories of acute conditions based on
visual inspection of percentage differences. An
example of the need for caution is in detailed
table 1 (last column), which shows intention to
receive care among people with nonmedically
attended conditions. At first glance it would
appear that conditions among persons aged 65
years and over are more likely to be cared for in
the future than are conditions of people aged
45-64 years (14.4 percent and 9.9 percent,
respectively). Due to large sampling variances
associated with these percentages, however,
there is actually no statistical difference (0.05
confidence level) between these two older age
categories.
Estimates of the incidence of acute condi-
tions during 1973-74 based on data contained in
this report will be generally lower than estimates
for the same statistics presented in related re-
ports in this series for these same time periods.
The main reason for this is that a number of
completed condition supplements could not be
matched properly with the condition record
from the regular HIS interview, and they were
deleted from the data file used for this report.
Since no adjustments have been made for these
file deletions in this report, we refer the reader
to other reports3 ~4 for more accurate estimates
of the annual incidence of acute conditions for
1973 and 1974, from which biannual estimates
for the time period covered in this report can be
readily computed. Readers should also be
alerted that inclusion of the supplements on
medically attended and nonattended acute con-
ditions in the 1973-74 Health Interview Survey
lowered estimates of acute condition rates dur-
ing those years. This may reflect interviewer
3
effects, because the supplement required that
more effort be expended and time be spent \vith
respondents. Data describing the magnitude of
these supplement-effects have been pre-
sented.4-6
A description of the survey design, the
methods used in estimation, and general qualifi-
cations of the data contained in the survey are
presented in appendix 1. Detailed definitions of
terms used in this report are in appendix II. The
questionnaires used to obtain supplemental
information on medically and nonmedically
attended acute conditions are shown in appen-
dix III. Copies of the basic questionnaires used
in the regular HIS interviews conducted during
1973 and 1974 will be found, respectively, in
Series 10, Nos. 953 and 100.4
A condition supplement was completed for
every acute condition reported for the 2-week
reference period. Throughout this report, state-
ments are made about conditions rather than
about persons (with conditions). Person charac-
teristics (such as sex, age, color, education,
family income, and residence) are used to show
group differentials. The central unit of analysis,
however, remains conditions.
FACTORS ASSOCIATED WITH MEDICAL
ATTENTION OF ACUTE CONDITIONS
Major objectives of the 1973-74 special sur-
vey of acute conditions were to explore the
influence of perceived severity of a condition,
lay referral, and barriers to care on whether an
acute condition is medically attended or not.
These objectives were approached in two differ-
ent but related ways. First, persons reporting
either a medically attended or unattended condi-
tion were asked to provide supplementary infor-
mation on their own perception of the severity
of the condition, whether and with whom they
discussed their condition, and whether they
were advised to see a doctor. Second, persons
with nonmedically attended conditions were
asked a series of probe questions to determine
why their condition had not been brought to the
attention of a doctor. From their responses, it is
possible to determine to what degree percep-
tions of low severity and problems of access to
medical care account for not seeing a doctor.
Table 1 shows medical attention status of
acute conditions by their perceived seriousness,
and for various social and demoppphic groLIps
of the U.S. population. Tables 2 through 5 show
differences in lay referral and IT.lSCJIIS for not
obtaining care for social and dernogr,tphic
groups. Because of the small sample size, fmv of
the differences examined between sociodcnl(}-
graphic groups were statistically significant (at
the 0.05 level) and because of this, these differ-
ences are not discussed in the text.C Highlights
of the data are summarized in the material that
follows.
Perceived Severity of Condition
Studies of health services have repeatedly
demonstrated that the severity of a medical
condition or problem is one of the most impor-
tant determinants of physician use. Not sur-
prisingly, conditions viewed as very severe were
more likely to be brought to medical attention
than those viewed as less severe. Of conditions
considered to be “very serious,” 84.7 percent
received medical attention, compared with 63,8
percent of “somewhat serious” and 40.0 percent
of “not serious” conditions (table 1 and figure
1).
Perceived severity also influences people’s
plans for care of nonmedically attended cmldi-
tions. For 17.8 percent of “very serious” condi-
tions, people still intended to seek medical care
at the time of interview. Intentions to get medi-
cal care were less frequent for “somewhat
serious” and “not serious” conditions (8.3 per-
cent and 4.8 percent, respectively).
Lay Referral
When ill or injured, persons sometimes seek
advice from acquaintances about their problcm.
These acquaintances may be family members,
other relatives, friends, druggists, nurses, or
others. These informal contacts may recomt-mmd
medicines or treatments, suggest the sick perst.in
see a doctor, or simply offer sympathy. The
extent to which these kinds of advisors r{ jute
people into the medical care system is a topic of
current interest. The term “lay referral” is Llscd
to describe informal conversations and adviw
about health problems.s
cFor a full discussion of differences among sex, age,
color, education, family income, and residence groups,
see reference 7.
4
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Figure 1, Percent distribution of acute conditions by medical
attention status, according to the perceived severity of the
condition
In both the 1973 and 1974 HIS condition
supplements, respondents were asked if they had
talked with nonphysicians about their acute con-
dition before seeing a doctor and, if so, what
;idvicc t hcy received. Of all acute conditions
19.3 percent \vere discussed with a nonphysician
(ti,blc 2 and figure 2). Overall, 58.2 percent of
.dl conditions that were discussed with a non-
physician tictually received medical attention
md 82.2 percent of the conditions thought by
l,iy cnnsultunts to need medical care actually
r~txivcd care,
Friends and relatives were the most common
sources of advice; 67.9 percent of the conditions
f[w Jvhich advice was sought was brought to
their attention (table 3 and figure 2). Conditions
were discuswd lvith nurses and other persons
relatively less often (in 19.8 and 13.7 percent of
thr conditions, respectively). Conditions dis-
cussed with “other” persons include those
t:dlwd over with a druggist, a health care pro-
vicler (other than a nurse), a non-health care pro-
viclcr, or some other person. When viewed in
relation to all conditions (including those for
which advice was not sought or received), the
cortvspcmding percents are 12.7 for friends or
rcldtivcs, 3,7 for nurses, and 2.6 for other per-
sons.
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NOTE: Numbers may not add tQ totals due to rounding.
Figure 2. Percent distribution of acute conditions by whether
condition was discussed with a nonphysician, main type of
nonphysician consultant, and whether a doctor visit was
recommended by consultant, according to medical atten-
tion status
Medically attended conditions were dis-
cussed relatively more often than were nonat-
tender conditions–15.9 percent and 3.7 per-
cent, respectively (table 4). Informal discussion
often resulted in advice to see a doctor. Advice
to see a doctor was given for about half of the
acute conditions discussed with a nonphysician.
People tended to comply with the advice.
NONMEDICALLY ATTENDED
CONDITIONS
Reasons for Not Consulting
a Physician
For nonattended conditions, respondents
were asked their main reason for not seeking
5
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Fiaure 3. percent distribution of nonmedicallv attanded condi-
“ tions, by main reason why a physician was ;ot consulted
care. For 47.3 percent of the nonattended con-
ditions, people considered them not serious
enough to require medical care (table 5 and
figure 3). For 33.9 percent, people felt they
could treat themselves. Problems of access to the
health care system were less frequent reasons for
no medical care: Difficulty getting an appoint-
ment, money or transportation problems, and
negative attitudes toward doctors were cited by
respondents in 2.5, 5.3, and 5.9 percent of the
cases, respectively.
MEDICALLY ATTENDED CONDITIONS:
FEATURES OF THEIR CARE
Obtaining medical care for an acute condi-
tion involves time and planning. Some people
visit a physician promptly after noticing their
symptoms; others wait several days. Delays in
obtaining care can occur because people begin
treating the condition themselves, they feel the
condition is not serious enough to warrant medi-
cal care, or they have problems of access to a
physician. 111people have a choice of sites for
receiving care. The principal sites are private
doctors’ offices, hospital-based clinics (emer-
gency room, outpatient clinic, inpatient serv-
ices), and other clinics (e.g., at one’s workplace).
Access to health care is a prominent concern
of health planners. People who receive care for
acute conditions may have problems scheduling
an appointment, getting to the office or clinic,
and waiting once they are there. Knowing how
people feel about their travel and waiting times
is as important as knowing the actual amount of
❑ .iscoveredbydccmr
s Less than 4 hours
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Figure 4. Percent distribution of medically attended condi-
tions, by time interval before doctor was consulted
time they spend traveling and waiting. Their
overall satisfaction with care received is also of
interest.
During their first contact for care for ticutc
conditions, patients are often advised to follow a
treatment. Frequently, the recommendations arc
to filI a prescription, make a return visit, or
visit another doctor. Patients vary in their com-
pliance with these recommendations.
In the 1973-74 Condition Supplements data
were obtained on time interval before seeing a
physician, reasons for delay, site of medicd
attention, travel and waiting times, attitudes
about travel and waiting times, satisfaction with
treatment, doctors’ recommendations, and com-
pliance with those recommendations. Tables 6
to 13 show the responses of various social und
demographic groups among the U.S. population.
Few of the group differences examined were
statistically significant (at the 0.05 level); thcw
differences are, therefore, not discussed in the
text.d Highlights of the data are summarized in
the material that follows.
Delay in Seeking Medical Care
About a third (?4.2 percent) of the condi-
tions that received medical attention were seen
by a doctor within 4 hours after they were first
noticed (table 6 and figure 4). An additional 9.4
percent were cared for between 4 and 24 hours
after being first noticed, and 34.3 percent were
cared for on the second or third day. Few con-
‘For a full discussion of group differences, see refer-
ence 7.
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Figuru 5. Percent distribution of medically attended condi.
ticms, by main reason person with the condition waited
4 hours or more before consulting doctor
ditions (2.3 percent) were first discovered by a
doctor.
Pvup]c ~vho consulted a doctor 4 or more
hours after noticing their condition were asked
}vlly they had waited, In many cases, people said
the cundition was not serious enough for
prompt attention (38.0 percent of the condi-
tions} or that self-treatment seemed adequate
(2 1.7 purcmt) (table 7 and figure 5). (The latter
~mLIp includes conditions that people initially
felt they could treat entirely by themselves, and
conditions for which they planned medical care
but felt it was not needed urgently.) Because of
problems in getting an appointment, 16.4 per-
k-ent ~)f the conditions did not receive care
~vithin l.hc first 4 hours. Money or transporta-
ti( m problems (4.2 per’cent) and attitudes
t~)~vard doctors (4.5 percent) were seldom cited
as rc’;~suns for delaying care. Factors such as
~vc;[d~l:r and time constraints accounted for
dL~l:iysfur 15.2 percent of the conditions.
Site of Medical Care
Where do people with acute conditions first
wc m talk with a doctor? In 1973-74, 49.6 per-
cLmt of medically attended acute conditions
tw:rc first seen at a doctor’s office (table 8 and
fi:;urc G). A sizable proportion (22.3 percent)
\\,L.rL.I’irst discLlssed ~vith a doctor over the tele-
pht }nc. Hospital emergency rooms, inpatient
fwilitius, and other sources of care were chosen
for 16.2, 1.2, and 10.8 percent (respectively) of
,111 medically attended conditions. “Other
s! mrws of care” include hospital outpatient
tznDoctor,s office ❑ Other Place
❑ Telephone ❑ Wh!le mpat!ent m hospital
~ Hospita!emecgency room 1,2
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Figure 6. Percent distribution of medically attended condi-
tions, by place of first contact
clinics, home, company or industrial health
centers, and other sites of ambulatory care not
associated with a hospital.
Respondents with medically attended condi-
tions were asked how they initially selected the
place of primary (first-contact) care. Their
responses indicate that the majority of medically
attended conditions (56.4 percent) were seen in
places that a relative or friend first recom-
mended. Of the conditions treated, 18.9 percent
were treated at a source of care initially recom-
mended by another doctor, and 24.7 percent by
someone other than a relative, friend, or doctor.
These groups tended to recommend differ-
ent places for primary care. Relatives and friends
generally suggested a particular doctor, and
people who relied on them for a suggestion were
often cared for at a doctor’s office (61.8 percent
of conditions) or by telephone consultation with
a doctor (28.4 percent). When public informa-
tion sources were used to find a site, conditions
were first treated at hospital emergency rooms
(25.7 percent), and hospital outpatient depart-
ments relatively often. Referral from a doctor
prompted people to consult the new doctor by
telephone first (31.4 percent of the conditions),
presumably before a visit to the physician was
made.
Ease of Getting Medical Care
Seeing a doctor for care of an acute condi-
tion may be hampered by difficulties getting an
appointment, traveling to the office or clinic, or
waiting to see the doctor after arrival. Respond-
ents were asked to estimate their travel time to
the place of care and their waiting time before
7
seeing the doctor. These are measures of “objec-
tive” access to primary care. Respondents were
also asked if they had trouble getting an ap-
pointment, had transportation problems, or felt
the waiting time was too long. These are
measures of “perceived” access to primary care.
Most (84.5 percent) medically attended con-
ditions required travel times of less than a half
hour to get to the place of care. About half
(50.6 percent) required less than 15 minutes’
travel time (table 9 and figure 7). Journeys of 45
minutes or longer occurred for only 4.8 percent
of all medically attended acute conditions.
Waiting times at the office or clinic tended to be
longer: For 62.5 percent of the conditions,
people waited less than a half hour; for 41.4
percent, Iess than 15 minutes (table 9 and figure
8). For about a fifth (20.8 percent) of the condi-
tions, however, people had to wait at least an
hour or more after arrival. A small but nontrivial
proportion (8.2 percent) of all medically at-
tended acute conditions entailed waiting times
of 2 hours or more.
People made appointments to sce a doctor
for about half (48.1 percent) of the medically
attended conditions (table 10 and figure 9). Few
people recalled problems getting an appointment
(3.6 percent of the conditions). Similarly, trans-
portation problems were cited for only 7.3 per-
cent of the conditions (figute 10). But wuiting
times proved more bothersome (figure 11). Ff.m
22.1 percent of the medically attended c~mcli-
tions, people said waiting time was “somcwhut
too long” or “much too long.”
Satisfaction With Treatment
Respondents were asked if the doctor h:ici
spent enough time with them during their c{ m-
sultation and how satisfied they were (Iver-iill
with treatment for their condition. For idrnf Ist
all (93.7 percent) conditions, people I“clt thv
doctor spent enough time during the visit f.u
telephone call (table 11 and figure 12). This !VLIS
more frequent for conditions treated at it clLw-
tor’s office or by telephone than f{~r thtw
Iz 1.essWm15min.tes ~ 3044min.tes
❑ ““’’m’””’” El 45 mmutes or more
4.8
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Figure 7. Percent distribution of medically attanded condi-
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Figure 9. Percent distribution of medically attended condi-
tions, by whether an appointment was made for the visit
and whether or not there was a problem
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Figure 8. Percent distribution of medically attendad condi-
tions, by waiting times at places of care
8
Figure 10. Percent distribution of medically attended condi-
tions, by whether difficulty was axparienced by the person
with the condition getting to place of care
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Figure 11. Percent distribution of medically attended condi-
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Figure 12. Percent distribution of medically attended condi-
tions, by whether the person with the condition felt the
physician spent enough time with him
tr~wted in crnm-gency rooms and “other” places.
hlost people were very satisfied overall with
the treatment they received for an acute condi-
ti{m (83,4 percent of the conditions) (figure 13).
Peuple felt “somewhat dissatisfied” for 3.1 per-
cent of the conditions, and “very dissatisfied”
fc~r 3.2 percent. Satisfaction was highest for con-
ditions treated at a doctor’s office or by tele-
phone consultation and lowest for conditions
tn.mted at emergency rooms or other places. For
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emergency rooms and other places, respectively,
people were very dissatisfied with the care re-
ceived.
Doctor Advice and Patient
Compliance
Respondents were asked to recall the treat-
ments advised by the doctor they consulted and
to report compliance with the advice. The
results are shown in tables 12 and 13 and figure
14.
For most acute conditions (66.8 percent)
treated, doctors gave prescriptions. FoHowup
visits were advised less frequently (36.8 percent








to another phys!cian or will be carr:ed out
Figure 13. Percent distribution of medically attended condi-
tions, by how satisfied the person with the condition felt
about care received
Figure 14. Percent distribution of medically attended condi-
tions by selected physician treatment recommendations and
patient compliance
9
of the conditions). Few (7.9 percent) medically
attended conditions were referred to another
doctor.
Compliance for prescriptions was high. By
the time of interview, prescriptions were filled
for virtually all conditions (97.5 percent) for
which the y were given (figure 14). Compliance
with referrals was also quite high. For 82.4 per-
cent of the conditions referred to another doc-
tor, people had already seen the doctor or
intended to go. Compliance was lowest for
return visits. At the time of interview, people
had made a return visit or intended to make one
for 76.9 percent of the conditions for which this
advice was given.
Doctors’ advice varied for each site of care.
Return visits were commonly requested for con-
ditions seen by a doctor (39.3 percent), but
were less common for conditions discussed over
the telephone (27.2 percent). Prescriptions were
given for over 65 percent of the conditions
treated by private physicians (in their offices or
by telephone). Prescriptions were less commonly
given for conditions treated at emergency rooms
(46.0 percent). Compared with physicians at
pubIic clinics, private physicians seldom referred
patients to other physicians. Illnesses and
injuries treated in emergency rooms, compared
with other sites of primary care, were referred to
a physician for subsequent care most often.
Compliance also varied for each site of care.
Advice for a return visit was followed least (6 7.7
percent) for conditions treated by telephone.
Compliance for return visits was slightly higher
(77.7 to 80.5 percent) for the other sites of care.
Conditions treated at emergency rooms were
slightIy less likely to have prescriptions filled
(93.9 percent) than were conditions treated else-
where. Compliance for referral visits was highest
for conditions treated at doctors’ offices (95.0
percent). Considering all three aspects (return
visit, prescription, and referral visit), compliance
was highest for conditions treated in doctors’
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Tnblo 1, Averago annual [ncldance, parcant distribution of acute conditions, and average annual percent of nonmedically attended acute conditions thet intend to
consult a doctor by medical ettentlan statu8, according to time of onset and selacted characteristics: United Stetes, 1973.74
I uwtq MC bmcd on household interviews of the civilian noninstitutionalized population. The survey design, general qualifications, and information on the reliability
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In contr:il city . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . .
Outsldc central city . . .. . . . . .. . . .. . .. . . . .. .
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Very Scrlous .. . . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. .. . .. . . . . .. . . .. . . . . .. .
.Sum@ whatsermus ... . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . . .. . .
Nut soriuus .. . . . . .. . . . .. . . .. . . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . .. .








Table 1. Average annual incidence, percent distribution of acute conditions, and average annual percent of nonmedically attended acute comhttuns thdt Inrwfd to
consult a doctor by medical attentmn status, according to time of onset and selected charactcrtstics: United States, 1973.74–Cm.
I Data are hwed on household interviews of the civilian noninstitutimmlizxd nonulation. The survm desiim. !mneral aualificntiuns. and irdnrm;itit<n ,,n tl,! r,lr thllrt!
of the txtim~tes are given in oppendix’I. Definitions of term; are g;v~; in zqp&di~ 11]
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Both sexes, all ages... . . . . .. .. . . .
Lfvder 17 years .. . . . .. . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . .
1744y ears . . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . . . .. . . . . .. . . . .. .. . . .
45-64 years . . . .. . . .. .. . . .. . . . . .. .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . .
65 years and over .. . . .. .. . . . . .. . . .. .. . . .. . . . . .. . .
Male, all ages ... . . .. .. .. . .. . . . . .. . . . . .. . .
Under 17 years .. . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . .. . . ..
17.44 years . . .. . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . . .. .. . . . .. . . .
45.64 years . .. . . .. . . .. . . . .. . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . .. . . .. . .
65 years and over .. .. . . .. .. . . .. .. . . .. . . .. .. . . . .. .
Female, all ages .. .. .. . . .. . . . . .. . . .. .. . .
Under 17 years . . .. . . . .. . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . .. .. .. .. . . .
1744 years .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . .. .
45-64 years . .. .. . .. . . .. . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . .. . . .. . .
65 years and over .. . .. .. . .. . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . .. . . . . .
● Color
—
White . .. .. . . .. . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . .. . .. . .. . . . . .. . . .. . .. .. . . .



















































































































































































































































Less than 12 years.., .. . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . .. . . .. .. . . .
12\,ears . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . .. . . . .. . .. . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . .. . .
13 years or more . . .. . . . .. .. . . . .. ... . . . . .. . . . . .. . .
Income
Less than $5,000 .. . .. . . . . .. . . . . .. . . .. .. .. . . .. . . ..
$5,000-$9,999 . . .. .. . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . .. .. . . . . . .
$lO’OOO-$ 14,999... . . .. . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . .
$15,000 or more . . . .. . . . .. . . .. .. . . . . .. .. . . .. . . . . .
Place of residence
All SMSA ... . . .. . . . . . . .. . .. . . . .. . . . .. .. . . . . .. ...<..
In central city . . .. .. .. . . . . .. . . . . . . .. .. .. . . . . ..
Outside central city .. . .. . . .. . . .. . . . . . . .. . .
All non-SMSA .. .. . . .. . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . .. . . . .. .
Other urban .. . .. . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . .
Rural . . . . .. . . . . .. . . .. . . . . .. .. . . . .. . . . .. . . .. . . . ..
Perceivad seriousness
Very serious .. .. . .. . . . . .. .. . .. . . . .. . . . . .. .. . . .. . . . . .
Somewhat serious .. . . . . .. . . .. . . . .. . . . . .. . . . ..
Nat SWIOllS . .. . .. . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. .















































































T, IIIII: 1. Avcmge annual incidence, percent distribution of acute conditions, and average annual Percent of nonmedicaliy attended acute conditions that intend to
consult a doctor by medical attention status, according to time of onset and selected char.scteristics: United States, 1973-74–Con.
11wta .w hwed w huUschuId interviews of the civilkm noninstitutionslized population. The survey design, general qualifications, and information cm the reliability















































Both sexes, all ages.. . . . .. . . .. . . .










































































































































































































































































WIN,! . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Otln,r . . .. . . .. . . .. . . . ... . . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. .. . .
Education of individual
Lms than 12 years . . .. . . . .. . . . . .. . . .. . .. . .. . . .. . .
17}.}:;]rs . .. . . .. . . .. . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . .. . . .. . .. ..$.. . . .. .





L!%> than $5,000 .. . .. . . .. . . . .. . .. . .. . . . .. . . .. . .. .
$~jJlJ&$!3,9!39 . . . .. . . .. . . .. . .. . .. . . .. . . .. . .. . . . .. .
$10,000-$14,999 .. . . . . .. . . .. .. . . .. .. . . . . .. . . .. . .





PI ace of residence


























in central city . . . . .. . . . .. . . .. . . . .. . . .. . . .. . . ..
Outsid~ central city . . . .. . .. . .. . . .. . . . . .. . .













Other urban .. . . . .. . .. . . .. .. . . . .. . .. . . .. . . .. . . .






















Table 2. Average annual incidence of acute conditions by whether medical attention and advice was sought and average annual percent of acute condztlOns wtthadvtct, sauqhrhy
medical attention status, according to selected characteristics: lJnited States, 1973.74
[ Data we based on household interviews of the civilian ncminstitutionalized population The sur%reydesign, ge”erd qudificatiam, md infcmmmia” cm the rclkhilit! uf the mf,n,,,t ,
megiven in appendix l. De finitions ofterms aregiven in appendix 11]
All acute conditions















































































































































































































































































































































White ..... .................. ............ .... ........ ... .....
Other .......... .... ... ............. .. .. .......... ...........
Education of individual
Lessthan 12 years ........... .. .. ...... .... ..........
12years ............... ... ............... .. .......... .. ....
13 years or more ....... ... ............. ..............
Income
Lessthan .$5,000 ........... ............... ...........
$5.000.$9.999 ..... ..... .......#... .... .......... .. ....
$lo.ooo.$14.999 ............ .. .......... .. ...........
$15,000 or more .... .. ............ .... ...... .... .....
Place of residence
All SMSA ....... ... .. ............... ............... .. ....
In central city .......... ...... .......... .... ......








































All non-SMSA ........ .............. .. ........ .... .....
Other urban ... ........... .... .. .......... ... ......

















llncludes unknown if advice sought.
‘Excludes conditions with advice status ““k”own.
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TA!le 3. Average annual incidence and percent of acute conditions with advice sought from nonohysicians by source of advice, according to medical
attention status and selected characteristics: United States, 1973-74
[]l,lt;,;~re h;wd cm llt,\tsehold inter\,ie\vs oftllecivilian noninstitutionalized population. Thesurvey design, general qualifications, andinfornlation ontlle









Source(s) of advicel All acute conditions with
advice sought froml:











Incidence in thousands Percant
Sex and age













































































































































































































Table 3. Average annual incidence and percent of ecute conditions tith advice sought from nonphysicians by source of advice, according to medical
attention status and selacted characteristics: United States, 1973-74-Con.
[Data are based on household interviews of the civilian noninstitutionalized population. The survey design, general qualifications, and information rm the
reliability of the estimates are given in appendix I. Definitions of terms are given in appendix 11]
Medical attention status and selected characteristics
ALL MEDICALLY ATTENDED CONDITIONS
Sex and age
Less than $5.000 ...................................................................................................
$5,000-$9,999 ......................................................................................................
$10,000-$14,999 ................ ...........................................................................#......
$15,000 or more ..... ................ ...... ............................ ............................................
Place of residence
All SMSA ..............................................................................................................
In central city ..................................................................................................














































































































































































































































Tuble 3. Average annual incidence and percent of acute conditions with advice sought from nonphysicians by source of advice, according to medical
attantion status and selacted characteristics: United States, 1973-74—Con.
[ IMM we basccf cm household interviews of the civilian noninstitutionalized population. The survey design, general qualifications, and information on the








All acute conditions with
advice sought from 1:
Source(s) of advicel




ALL NONMEDICALLY ATTENDED CONDITIONS
Sex and age
Incidence in thousands Percent


























































































































































































Lossthan 12 years .................................................................................................
12 years .......................i ........................................................................................



























l~umq to more th~~ the total because some people had mOre than One ‘ource.
2E ~cludcs ~OnditiOnswith advice statUSunkrOwn.
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Table4. Average .mnual mcldenceof acute conditions wfthadvice sought bymedbcal attention status a"dadv,ce received, average annual perce"t nfacut,2cnndtl,,, n%,2dv8s*.titn s,:,,
adoctm by medical atxentirw status, andperc@nt advised toseeadoctor that dgd, accord, ngtoselected charactersst,c$ U“WdStatt!s, 197374
[ Data art’ Imwd u!l h,,us.huld interviews uf tb,. ci!di.m nnnimtituticmcdized prip.laticm, The survey de$ign, gcnerid ,jualificati,,ns. .md mi’mm.ttl+m ,,u tk r.b.tlubl, d III, OWUII.,L,
Xrcgiten indppmdi, [. IIefinitia”s ofterms;tregive,l inappc”di, 11]
_ .-
Wected charactermtbcs
All acute ccmd,trons fo, Medically attended ccmd,. Nanmedncally attended condt
,vh,chadwsed mseeadocmr] tlonswnh ad.icesouaht tmms wnth adwcesauaht -n-T-i
——
Acute cond, fm.s] tc,) WI II,I,







































































































































































































































































































































Wh,te., . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .




Less than 12 years .......... ... ...........
12years ...,...................,.............,..
13 years or mare . ............. .... .........
Income
Less than $6,000 .. .. . . ...... . . .
$5,000-s9 ,999,, .. ... ... ........... ... ......
$10.000 $14,999 . ..... .. .. .. .... ........ ..









All SMSA ... .. ..... ............ ...............
In central cay,.,., . .... ....... ... .. ..



































Ail non.SMSA ..... ..................... .....
Other urban .... ... .... ... ... ........ ....


























lExciudw ccmditions with advice stm.sunknmwt,
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T,ihlti G Avut%go mmwd Incldenceof nomadically attended acute conditions and average annual incidence and percent distribution of nonmedically attended acute cond!ticms
with reason farwaiting bymainreason, according tocontition presence and selected characteristics: United States, 1973.74
\IMt,larL ha!cd un household Intervlewsof tl>ecivilian noninstitutio"alized population. Thesumey design, general qualifications. a"ditLformation onthereliabiIity of the estimates
aregiven in appendix 1. De finitimwoitermsaregiven in appendix 11]
















Main reason waited before consulting doctor
Total 1
1 , 1 1 I
Condition presemx
All prwunce, Qll [ntentions ... .... ..... .. .............. .. .. ...... ......... ... ...... .







































































































































































































































































































































































Table6. Average annual incidencaof medically attended acute conditions andaverage annual incidence andpercent distribution ofmedically attended
acute conditions with time intewal by interval before doctor wasconsulted, according to selected characteristics: United States, 1973-74
[ Data are based on household interviews of the civilian rmrrinstitutimralizt?d population. The survey design, general q“alificatirms, and i“furm;iti’,n un tlw











































Both sexes, all ages......................................
Under 17 years .................................... ........................
1744 yaars ..................................................................
45-64 years ..................................................................
65 years and over ........................................................
Male, all ages.....................................................
Under 17 years .................... .............. .................. ........
1744 years ..................................................................
45-64 years ..................................................................
65 years and over ........................................................
Female, all ages.................................................
Under 17 years ......................... ...................................
17-44 years ..................................................................
45-64 years ............................................... ...................







13 years or more .........................................................
Income
Less than $5.000 ........................... ..............................
$5.000.$9.999 .............................................................
$lo.ooo.$14.999 .........................................................
$15,000 or more ..... ................ ................ ....................
Place of residence
All SMSA ........... .........................................................
In central city,...... ................................................






































































































































































































































































































lExcIudes conditions with unknown time interval before doctor waS first consulted.
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T,ddF* i’. Average annual Incidence of medically attended acute conditions with a delay of 4 hours or more in seeing doctor and avemge annual !nc[dence and
lll~rcent d!strlbutinnaf medlcdly attended acute conditions with known reason forwaiting bymainreason, according toselected characterlstlcs: United States,
1973.74
Ill;lti! ;ms IUISLXI mI l)t)u&ellt)ld irlter\,ie\vs aftlleci\,iIi:in nc>ninstitutionalized p<,pulation. Ttlesurvey design, general qualifications. andinf,>rn?atic> n<>n the reliability
c)f the estimate swegiven in appendix 1. De finitions ofterrns are given in appendix 11[
Total 1
Main reason waited before consu[tlng dcmtm











































































































































































































































































































































Itions and average annual incidence and percent dvstributmn cd medmallv wtendecl dcute ~
dOctQr, ●ccording to referral source and selected characteristics Un!ted States, 1973.74
zed population. The survey design, general qudificaticms, and inf{mn,!t!,zn <,IJtht rd[,gldtt,
Idix L Defiiitiom of terms me giwn in appendi~ III





















































































































































































































































Tdbk, Y, Avmage annual tncldencc of med!cally attended acute mmditmns and average annual ,nc,dence and percent dmr,but,on of med,cdly attended acut~ condttmns kwth known
trtvwl m and wattlng ttme N We of first contact w,th doctor by urns intervals, accord, ng to We of med,ml attenr(o” and selected ch.sractermms Umted States, 1973.74
[ 11.!t,t ;Ir.s I,:lwd km htmschald intwb,lwm af the civilian ntm!nstitutimmlized m,nulatwn. The smve, dewm. remrd “ual,fica!in, n., .I”d mlmmatttm ,,,> tbc relizhiisr, of the cm”tatti.










Wam.g time at sne of f)rst contact











mmutes “nutes “nutes hour &
I I I [
Percent dmnbutmnSltr of mcdmal xtentuan Incidence ,n thousands



















































































































































































































































































































































Lem than $5,000 ...... ............ ............
$6,000.$9,999 .. . . .. . .. . .. . . . . . .. .
$10,000.$14,999 . .. ...... .. ........ .. ...... ..






























































II Idudtw wmdttium for pcrwns trc.ded as huspdd mpxtwnts. .it lwme, e,r kv telrplmne crmwltatwn unl)
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Table 10. Average annual incidence of medically attended acute conditions with known appointment, transportation, and waiting t,rne status and percent dmtnbutmm by type of
problem incurred, if any, according to site of medical attention aitd selected characteristics: Umted States, 1973.74











are given in appendix 1. Definitions of terms wc given”i“ appe&3ix 11]



















































































Percent distribution Percent distribution Percent dmtr,butwm
All sites ... ............ ...... ....
Doctor’s off ice . .. .. ............ .... .........
Hospital emergency room .............
Other place . ............... ................ ..
SEX AND AGE
Both sexes
Under 17 years........ ... .. .................
174t years .............. .. ................. ..
45-64 years ... .. .. ........ .. .. .... ............
65 years and over ........ .. ................
Mele—
Under 17 years ........ ..................... .
17-44 years .............. .. .. .. .... .. .........
45-64 years .................. .. ...... ......

























































































































































































































































Under 17 years,,., .......... .......... .. .. ..
17.44 years . .. .. .. .. .. .. .......... .. .... .. ....
45.64 years ... .. .. .. .. .... .......... .... .. ....
65 years and over .. .. .. .. ............ .. .. ..
COLOR
White ....... .. .. .... ................. ... ......
Other ...... . .... ................ .. .. . . . .. ..
EDUCATION OF
INDIVIDUAL
Lessthan 12 years, .. ...................
12years . ................... .. ..................
13 years or more .. .... .... ............ .....
INCOME
Lessthan $5,000 ..... .......... ........ ..
$5,000-$9,999 ......... .. .. .. ........ ...... .
$10,000-$14,999 ... .. .. . .. .. ... .. ......
$15,000 or more,...,., .. .. .......... .. ....
PLACE OF RESIDENCE
All SMSA ... .. .. .. ........ .... ...... ...... .....
In central city ..... .. .... .. .... .. .......


















38,13iAll non-SMSA .... ............ .. .. .. .. ...... .
Other urban ............. ...... .. .... ....
Rural ........ .... ............ .... .... .......
PERCEIVED SERIOUSNESS
Very serious ........ .. .............. .... .. ....
Somewhat serious .. . .... ........ . .. ... .














































lExcludes conditions for persons treated m hospital inpatients, at home, or by telephone consultrttirm rely.
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THble 11, Avoragc annual mclcfence of medically attended acute conditions and average annual incidence and percent distribution of medically attended acute conditions with known
uplnmn nbuut time sDent with doctor and satisfaction with treatment by patient satisfaction, according m site of medical attention and selected characteristics: United States, 1973-74
[ I l,ltd ML. hmvd I m h,wscllohf interviews of the civilian noninstituticmdized pop”latio”. The wrvey design, general qualifications, and information on the reliability of the estimates are



















with person IIOverall saosfactlon wnh treatment







SNc of medical attentmn Percent distribution Percem d,stributio”























































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 12. Average annual incidence of medically attended acute conditions and average annual incidence and percent d{strlbutmn of mt!dm,dly attend+,d mutt:
conditions with known follcnvup status by type of followup, according to site of medical attentmn and selected characterlstms: United Srati:s, 197374
[Data are based on household intewiewsof the civilian noninstitutionalized population. The swvey design, general qualific.tio”s, and in ftwmati’m tm tlw rdmhoht! 1,1














































Site of medical attention and selected characteristics
Site of medical attention
I
Incidence in thousands Percent c.bstrlbutmn

















































































































































































































































Less than $5.000 .. . .. .. .. .. .. . . . .. . . . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . . .. .. .. . . .. . .. . .
$5,000-$9,999 .. . .. . . . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . . . .. .. . . . . .. . . .. . .. . . . .. . . .. . .. . . . .. . . .. . .. . . .. .
$10,000-$14,999 .. . ..! . . . .. . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . . . . .. . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . . . .. . .. . . .. . .. .
$15,000 or mOre ... . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . .. . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . .. . .. . . . .. . . . .. . .. . . .. . . .. . . .
Place of rasidance






































lExclude~ co”djtiOn~ for persons treated as hospital inpatients.
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l, IldoI 1.( Ak,ruq!: Jnnu,ll mctdcnce of medca!ly attended acutacond!tions and average annual incidence and percent distr,butmnof medically artended ac.teccmdittons with known
Pr+.:~rtPtlOfl Jndr*ferral status bYact,an take., accord, ngtos#teof medmalattendon andserected chara.rer,stics: Unmed States, 1973.74
( I!(( , ,,, ,. 1,,1.,,,d 1,,1II I?UW.IIC,M mtcrtuw’s “f the civilim n.”institutionalized population. The survey design, ge”m.1 qualifications. a“d i“fcmmatio” O“ the reliability of t!, i estimates am






















































































Percent dostr,butran;,,t,,of Im{xd,c,,latt(:,lt, cm
All S,l(<S1 .,.,,.,,
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TECHNICAL NOTES ON METHODS
Background of This Report
This report is one of a series of statistical
reports prepared by the National Center for
Health Statistics (NCHS). It is based on infor-
mation collected in a continuing nationwide
swnple of households in the Health Interview
Survey (HIS),
The Health Interview Survey utilizes a
questionnaire which obtains information on per-
sonal and demographic characteristics, illness, in-
juries, impairments, chronic conditions, and
other health topics. As data relating to each of
these various broad topics are tabulated and ana-
lyzed, separate reports are issued which cover
one or more of the specific topics.
The population covered by the sample for
the Health Interview Survey is the civilian non-
institutionalized population of the United States
living at the time of the interview. The sample
does not include members of the Armed Forces
or U.S. nationals living in foreign countries. It
should also be noted that the estimates shown
du not represent a complete measure of any
given topic during the specified calendar period
since data are not collected in the interview for
persons who died during the reference period.
For many types of statistics collected in the sur-
vey, the reference period covers the 2 weeks
prior to the interview week. For such a short
period, the contribution” by decedents to a total
inventory of conditions or “services should be
very small. However, the contribution by de-
cedents during a long reference period (e.g., 1
year) might be sizable, especially for older
persons.
Statistical Design of the
Health Interview Survey
General plan. –l’he sampling plan of the
survey follows a multistage probability design
which permits a continuous sampling of the
civilian noninstitutionalized population of the
United States. The sample is desi~ecl in such a
way that the sample of households interviewed
each week is representative of the target popula-
tion and that weekly samples are additive over
time. This feature of the design permits both
continuous measurement of characteristics of
samples and more detailed analysis of less com-
mon characteristics and smaller categories of
health-related items. The continuous collection
has administrative and operational advantages as
well as technical assets since it permits fieldwork
to be handled with an experienced, stable staff.
The overall sample was designed so that
tabulations can be provided for each of the four
major geographic regions and for selected places
of residence in the United States.
The first stage of the sample design consists
of drawing a sample of 376 primary sampling
units (PSU’S) from approximately 1,900 geo-
graphically defined PSU’S. A PSU consists of a
county, a small group of contiguous counties, or
a standard metropolitan statistical area. The “
PSU’S collectively cover the 50 States and the
District of Columbia.
With no loss in general understanding, the
remaining stages can be combined and treated in
this discussion as an ultimate stage. Within
PSU’S, then, ultimate stage units called segments
are defined in such a manner that each segment
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contains an expected four households, Three
general types of-segments are used.
Area segments which are defined geograph-
ically.
List segments, using 1970 census registers
as the frame.
Permit segments, using updated lists of
building permits issued in sample PSU’S
since 1970.
Census address listings were used for all areas of
the country where addresses were well defined
and could be used to locate housing units. In
general the list frame included the larger urban
areas of the United States from which about
two-thirds of the HIS sample was selected.
The usual HIS sample consists of approxi-
mate el y 12,000 segments containing about
50,000 assigned households, of which 9,000
were vacant, demolished, or occupied by persons
not in the scope of the survey. The 41,000 eligi-
ble occupied households yield a probability sam-
ple of about 120,000 persons.
Descriptive material on data collection,
field procedures, and questionnaire development
in the HIS has been publishedg~lo as well as a de-
tailed description of the sample designll and a
report on the estimation procedure and the
method used to calculate sampling errors of esti-
mates derived from the survey.lz
Collection of data. –Field operations for
the survey are performed by the U.S. Bureau of
the Census under specifications established by
the National Center for Health Statistics. In ac-
cordance with these specifications the Bureau of
the Census participates in survey planning, se-
lects the sample, and conducts the field inter-
viewing as an agent of NCHS. The data are
coded, edited, and tabulated by NCHS.
Estimating procedures. –Since the design of
the HIS is a complex multistage probability
sample, it is necessary to use complex pro-
cedures in the derivation of estimates. Four
basic operations are involved:
1. Inflation by the reciprocal of the probability
of selection. —The probability of selection is








the product of the probabilities of selection
from each step of selection in the design
(PSU, segment, and household).
Nonresponse adjustment. –The estimates are
inflated by a multiplication factor which has
as its numerator the number of sample house-
holds in a given segment and as its denomina-
tor the number of households interviewed in
that segment.
First-stage ratio a(/just7ne}zt.–Sanll>lil~g thcl]ry
indicates that the use of auxillim-y information
which is highly correlated ~vith the variables
being estimated improves the reliability 1jf the
estimates. To reduce the variability bct~vccn
PSU’S within a region, the estimates me r.itin
adjusted to the 1970 populations within 12
color-residence classes.
Poststra tification by age-sex-color. -The est i-
mates are ratio adjusted within each of 60
age-sex-color cells to an independent estimate
of the population of each cell for the survey
period. These independent estimates are pre-
pared by the Bureau of the Census. Both the
first-stage and poststratified ratio adjust-
ments take the form of multiplication factors
applied to the weight of each elementary unit
(person, household, condition, und
hospitalization).
The effect of the ratio-estimating process is
make the sample more closely representative
the civilian noninstitutionalized population
age-, sex, color, and residence, which thereby
reduces sampling variance.
As noted, each week’s sample represents
the population living during that week and char-
acteristics of the population. Consolidation of
samples over a time period, e.g., a calendur
quarter, prQduces estimates of average character-
istics of the U.S. population for the calendar
quarter. Similarly, population data for a year me
averages of the four quarterly figures.
For prevalence statistics, such as number of
persons with speech impairments or number of
persons classified by time interval since last
32
physician visit, figures are first calculated for
cttch calendar quarter by averaging estimates for
all weeks of interviewing in the quarter. Prev-
allmcc data for a year are then obtained by
;iveraging the four quarterly fi~res.
For other types of statistics–namely those
measuring the number of occurrences during a. . .
spe~lfled tnne period—such as incidence of actlte
l’(~nditions, number of disability days, or num-
ber of visits to a doctor or dentist, a similar
c[mlputfitiomd procedure is used, but the statis-
tics w interpreted differently. For these items,
the questionnaire asks for the respondent’s ex-
perience over the 2 calendar weeks prior to the
~vecli of interview. In such instances the esti-
mated quarterly total for the statistic is 6.5
times the average 2-week estimate produced by
the 13 successive samples taken during the
period, The annual total k the sum of the four
qmwters. Thus the experience of persons inter-
z~il.~w(adduring a y em-–experience which actually
occurred for each person in a 2-calendar-week
intervol prior to week of interview—is treated as
thou~h it measured the total of such experience
Juri}z~~tl~c year. Such interpretation leads to no
si~nificant bias.
General Qualifications
,l~nnrcspo H.w.=Data ~vere adjusted for non-
r~yx)nsc by a procedure which imputes to per-
sons in a household who were not interviewed
the characteristics of persons in households in
dle same segment ~vho were interviewed.
The in t emicw process. –The statistics pre-
sented in this report are based on replies ob-
ttiined in intervie;vs with persons in the sample
households, Each person 19 years of age and
over present at the time of interview was inter-
viewed individually. For children and for adults
not present in the home at the time of the inter-
~,iew, the information was obtained from a re-
lated household member such as a spouse or the
mother of a child.
There are limitations to the accuracy of
diagnostic and other information coIlected in
household interviews. For diagnostic infor-
m;ttion, the household respondent can usually
puss on to the interviewer only the information
the physician has given to the family. For condi-
tions not medically attended,
mation is often no more than
diagnostic infor-
a description of
symptoms. However, other facts, suc~ as the
number of disability days caused by the condi-
tion, can be obtained more accurately from
household members than from any other source
since only the persons concerned are in a posi-
tion to report this information.
Rounding of numbers. –The original tabula-
tions on which the data in this report are based
show all estimates to the nearest whole unit. All
consolidations were made from the original
tabulations using the estimates to the nearest
unit. In the final published tables, the figures are
rounded to the nearest thousand, although these
are not necessarily accurate to that detail. De-
vised statistics such as rates and percent distri-
butions are computed after the estimates on
which these are based have been rounded to the
nearest thousand.
Population ~igures. –Some of the published ,
tables include population figures for specified
categories. Except for certain overall totals by
age, sex, and color, which are adjusted to in-
dependent estimates, these figures are based on
the sample of households in the HIS. These are
given primarily to provide denominators for rate
computation, and for this purpose are more ap-
propriate for use with the accompanying rpeas-
ures of health characteristics than other popula-
tion data that may be available. With the excep-
tion of the overall totals by age, sex, and color
mentioned above, the population figures differ
from figures (which are derived from different
sources) published in reports of the Bureau of
the Census. Official population estimates are
presented in Bureau of the Census reports in
Series P-20, P-25, and P-60.
Reliability of Estimates
Since the statistics presented in this report
are based on a sample, they will differ somewhat
from the figures that would have been obtained
if a complete census had been taken using the
same schedules, instructions, and interviewing
personnel and procedures.
AS in any survey, the results are also sub-
ject to reporting and processing errors and errors
due to nonresponse. To the extent possible,
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these types of errors were kept to a minimum by
methods built into survey procedures.ls Although
it is very difficult to measure the extent of bias
in the Health Interview Survey, a number of
studies have been conducted to study this prob-
lem. The results have been published in several
reports. 14-17
The standard error is primarily a measure
of sampling variability, that is, the variations
that might occur by chance because only a
sample of the population is surveyed. As calcu-
lated for this report, the standard error also re-
flects part of the variation which arises in the
measurement process. However, it does not in-
clude systematic biases which might be in the
data. The chances are about 68 out of 100 that an
estimate from the sample would differ from a
complete census by less than the standard error.
The chances are about 95 out of 100 that the
difference would be less than twice the standard
error and about 99 out of 100 that it would be
less than 2?4 times as large.
Standard error charts. –The relative stand-
ard error of an estimate is obtained by dividing
the standard error of the estimate by the esti-
mate itself and is expressed as a percentage of
the estimate. For this report, asterisks are shown
for any cell with more than a 30-percent relative
standard error. Included in this appendix are
charts from which the relative standard errors
can be determined for estimates shown in the
report. In order to derive relative errors which
would be applicable to a wide variety of health
statistics and which could be prepared at a mod-
erate cost, a number of approximations were re-
qu”ired. As a result, the charts provide an esti-
mate of the approximate relative standard error
rather than the precise error for any specific ag-
gregate or percentage.
Three classes of statistics for the health sur-
vey are identified for purposes of estimating var-
iances.
1. Narro w range. –This class consists of (1)
statistics which estimate a population attri-
bute, e.g., the number of persons in a par-
ticular income group, and (2) statistics for
which the measure for a single individual
during the reference period used in data
NOTE: A list of references follows the text.
2.
3.
collection is usually either O or 1 on occa-
sion may take on the value 2 or very rarely
3.
Medium range. –This class consists of other
statistics for which the mmsurc for a single
individual during the refercnc-e period used
in data collection will rwely lie outside the
range O to 5.
Wide range. –This class consists of statistics
for which the measure for a single individ-
ual during the reference period used in data
collection can range from (1 to a numhcr in
excess of 5, e.g., the number of days of bed
disability.
In addition to classifying variables accord-
ing to whether they are nar;ow-, medium-, or
wide-range, statistics in the survey are further
classified as to whether they are based on a ref-
erence period of 2 weeks, 6 months, or 12
months.
General rules for determining rclatizw
standard errors. —The following rules will enable
the reader to determine approximate relative
standard errors. from the charts for estimates
presented in this report. These charts represent
standard errors of HIS data.
Rule 1, Estimates of aggregates: Approximate
relative standard errors for estimates of
aggregates such as the number of acute
conditions are obtained from figure I.
The number of persons in the total U.S.
population or in an age-sex-color class of
the total population is adjusted to official
Bureau of the Census figures and is not
subject to sampling error.
Rule 2. Estimates of percentages in a percent
distribution: Relative standard errors for
percentages in a percent distribution of a
total are obtained from figure H. For
values which do not fall on one of the
curves presented in the chart, visual inter-
polation will provide a satisfactory ap-
proximation.
Rule 3. Estimates of rates wiwre the numerator
is a subclass of the denominator: This
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Rule 4.
rule applies for prevalence rates or where
a unit of the numerator occurs, with few
exceptions, only once in the year for any
one unit in the denominator. For ex-
ample, in computing the rate of visual
impairments per 1,000 population, the
numerator consisting of persons with the
impairment is a subclass of the denomi-
nator, which includes all persons in the
population. Such rates if converted to
rates per 100 may be treated as though
they were percentages and the relative
standard errors obtained from the per-
centage charts for population estimates.
Rates per 1,000, or on any other base,
must first be converted to rates per 100;
then the percentage chart will provide
the relative standard error per 100.
Estimates of rates where the numerator
is not a subclass of the denominator:
This rule applies where a unit of the
numerator often occurs more than once
for any one unit in the denominator.
For example, in the computation of the
number of persons injured per 100 cur-
rently employed persons per year, it is
possible that a person in the denomi-
nator could have sustained more than
one of the injuries included in the nu-
merator. Approximate relative standard
errors for rates of this kind may be
computed as follows:
(a) Where the denominator is the total
U.S. population or includes all per-
sons in one or more of the age-sex-
color groups of the total popu-
lation, the relative error of the rate
is equivalent to the relative error of
the numerator, which can be ob-
tained directly from the appro-
priate chart.
(b) In other cases the relative standard
error of the numerator and of the
denominator can be obtained from
the appropriate curve. Square each
of these relative errors, add the re-
sulting values, and extract the
square root of the sum. This pro-
c e dure will result in an upper
bound on the standard error and of-
ten will overstate the error.
Rule 5. Estimates of difference between two
statistics (mean, rate, total, etc.): The
standard error of a difference is approx-
imately the square root of the sum of
the squares of each standard error con-
sidered separately. A formula for the
standard error of a difference,
d= XL– X2
is
‘d = J x, Vx, ) 2 + (.Y2 V2)2
where Xl is the estimate for class 1,X2
is the estimate for class 2, and L’x~ and
v, ~z are the relative errors of Xl and
X2 r es p ectivelyl This formula will
represent the actual standard error quit;
accurately for the difference between
separate and uncorrelated character-
istics although it is only a rough approx-
imation in most other cases. The rela-
tive standard error of each estimate
involved in such a difference can be de-
termined by one of the four r~es







Figure 1. RELATIVE STANDARD ERRORS OF PERCENTAGES OF
ACUTE CONDITIONS OR PERSONS INJURED1
(Base of percentage shown on curves in millions)
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lThese curves represent estimatesof relative standarderrors of percentage of acute conditions or persons
injured based on 8 quarters of data collection for narrow range data using a 2-week reference period.
Example of we of chart: An estimate of 20 percent (on scale at bottom of chart) basecl on an
estimate of 10,000,000 has a relative standard error of 11.0 percent (read from the scale at the left
side of chart), the point at which the curve for a base of 10,000,000 intersects the vertical line for 20
percent. -The standard error in percentage points is equal to 20 percent X 11.0 percent; or 2.2
percentage points.
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DEFINITIONS
Terms Relating to Conditions
APPENDIX II
OF CERTAIN TERMS USED IN THIS REPORT
Condition. –A morbidit y condition, or simply
a condition, is any entry on the questionnaire
which describes a departure from a state of
physical or mental well-being. It results from a
positive response to one of a series of “medical-
disability impact” or “illness-recall” questions.
In the coding and tabulating process, conditions
are selected or classified according to a number
of different criteria such as whether they were
medically attended, whether they resulted in dis-
ability, or whether they were acute or chronic;
or according to the type of disease, injury, im-
pairment, or symptom reported. For the pur-
poses of each published report or set of tables,
only those conditions recorded on the question-
naire which satisfy certain stated criteria are
included.
Conditions except impairments are classi-
fied by type according to, the Eighth Revision
In W-natio nal Classification of Diseases, Adapted
for Use in the United States, 18 with certain
modifications adopted to make the code more
suitable for a household interview survey.
Acute condition. –An acute condition is de-
fined as a condition which has lasted less than 3
months and which has involved either medical
attention or restricted activity. Because of the
procedures used to estimate incidence, the acute
conditions included in this report are the condi-
tic)ns which had their onset during the 2 weeks
prior to the interview week and which involved
either medical attention or restricted activity
during the 2-week period. However, excluded
are the following conditions which are always
classified as chronic even though the onset oc-
NOTE: A list of references follows the text.








Condition present since birth
Deafness or serious trouble with hearing
Diabetes
Epilepsy








Missing fingers, hand, or arm–toes, fw)t, or
leg
Palsy
Paralysis of any kind
Permanent stiffness or deformity of the fuot,
leg, fingers, arm, or back
Prostate trouble
Repeated trouble with back or spine
Rheumatic fever
Serious trouble with seeing, even when wear-
ing glasses




Thyroid trouble or goiter
Tuberculosis
Tumor, cyst, or growth
f7arico5e vein5, trouble with
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Incidence of conditions. –The incidence of
conditions is the estimated number of condi-
tions having their onset in a specified time
period. As previously mentioned, minor acute
conditions involving neither restricted activity
nor medical attention are excluded from the
statistics. The incidence data shown in some re-
ports are further limited to various subclasses
of conditions, such as “incidence of conditions
involving bed disability.”
Onset of’ condition. –A condition is con-
sidered to have had its onset when it was first
noticed. This could be the time the person first
felt sick or became injured, or it could be the
time when the person or his family was first told
by a physician that he had a condition of which
he was previously unaware,
Medically attended condition. –A condition
with onset ‘in the past 2 weeks is considered
medicolly attended if a physician has been con-
sulted about it either at its onset or at any time
thereafter. However, when the first medical at-
tention for a condition does not occur until
ufter the end of the 2-week period, the case is
treated as though there was no medical atten-
tion. Medical attention includes consultation
either in person or by telephone for treatment
or advice. Advice from the physician transmitted
to the patient through the nurse is counted as
well as visits to physicians in clinics or hospitals.
If during the course of a single visit the physi-
cian is consulted about more than one condition
for each of several patients, each condition of
each patient is counted as medically attended.
For the purpose of this definition the term
“physician” “includes doctors of medicine and
osteopathic physicians.
Discussions of a child’s condition by the
physician and a responsible member of the
houehold are considered as medical attention
even if the child was not seen at that time.
Physician uisit. –A physician visit is defined
as consultation with a physician, in person or by
telephone, for examination, diagnosis, treat-
ment, or advice. The visit is considered to be a
physician visit if the service is provided directly
by the physician or by a nurse or other #erson
acting under a physician’s supervision. For the
purpose of this definition “physician” includes
doctors of medicine and osteopathic physicians.
The term “doctor” is used in the interview
rather than “physician” because of popular
usage. However, the concept toward which all
instructions are directed is that which is de-
scribed here.
Physician visits for services provided on a
mass basis are not included in the tabulations. A
service received on a mass basis is defined as any
service involving only a single test (e g., test for
diabetes) or a single procedure (e.g., smallpox
vaccination) when this single service was admin-
istered identically to all persons who were at the
place for this purpose. Hence obtaining a chest
X-ray in a tuberculosis chest X-ray trailer is not
included as a physician visit. However, a special
chest X-ray given in a physician’s office or in an
outpatient clinic is considered a physician visit.
Physician visits to hospital inpatients are
not included.
If a physician is called to a house to see
more than one person, the call is considered a
separate physician visit for each person about
whom the physician was consulted.
A physician visit is associated with the per-
son about whom the advice was sought, even if
that person did not actually see or consult the
physician. For example, if a mother consults a
physician about one of her children, the physi-
cian visit is ascribed to the child.
Demographic Terms
Age. –The age recorded for each person is
the age at last birthday. Age is recorded in single
years and grouped in a variety of distributions
depending on the purpose of the table.
Color. –The population is divided into two
color groups, “white” and “all other. ” “All
other” includes black, American Indian, Chi-
nese, Japanese, and any other race. Mexican per-
sons are included with “white” unless definitely
known to be Indian or of another race.
Income of family or of unrelated individ-
uals. —Each member of a family is classified ac-
cording to the total income of the family of
which he is a member. Within the household all
persons related to each other by blood, marriage,
or adoption constitute a family. Unrelated indi-
viduals are classified according to their own
income.
The income recorded is the total of all in-
come received by members of the family (or by
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an unrelated individual) in the 12-month period
preceding the week of interview. Income from
all sources is included, for example, wages, sala-
ries, rents from property, pensions, and help
from relatives.
Education. –The categories of education
status show the years of school completed. Only
years completed in regular schools, where per-
sons are given a formal education, are included.
A “regular” school is one which advances a per-
son toward an elementary or high school diploma
or a college, university, or professional school
degree. Thus education in vocational, trade, or
business schools outside the regular school sys-
tem is not counted in determining the highest
grade of school completed.
Education of individual. –Each person aged 17
years or older is classified by education in terms
of the highest grade of school completed.
Place of residence. –The place of residence
of a member of the civilian noninstitutionalized
population is classified as inside a standard met-
ropolitan statistical area (SMSA) or outside an
SMSA and either farm or nonfarm.
Standard metropolitan statistical areas. –The def-
initions and titles of SMSA’S are established by
the U.S. Office of Management and Budget with
the advice of the Federal Committee on Stand-
ard Metropolitan Statistical Areas.
The definition of an individual SMSA involves
“two considerations: first, a city or cities of speci-
fied population which constitute the central city
and identify the county in which it is located as
the central county; second, economic and social
relationships with contiguous counties (except
in New England) which are metropolitan in char-
acter so that the periphery of the specific metro-
politan area may be determined. SMSA’S are not
limited by State boundaries. In New England,
SMSA’S consist of towns and cities, rather than
counties.
Central cities. –Each SMSA must include at least
one central city. The complete title of an SMSA
identifies the central city or cities. If only one
central city is designated, then it must have
50,000 inhabitants or more. The area title may
include, in addition to the largest city, up to two
city names on the basis and in the order of the
following criteria: (1) the additional city has at
least 250,000 inhabitants or (2) the additional
city has a population of one-third or more of
that of the largest city and a minimum popu-
lation of 25,000. An exception occurs where
two cities have contiguous boundaries and con-
stitute, for economic and social purposes, a
single community of at least 50,000, the smaller
of which must have a population of at least
15,000.
Urban-rural .–The urban population comprises
all persons in (a) places of 2,500 inhabitants or
more incorporated as cities, villages, boroughs
(except Alaska), and towns (except in New
England, New York, and Wisconsin), but exclud-
ing persons living in the rural portions of e x-
tended cities; (b) unincorporated places of 2,500
inhabitants or more; and (c) other territory,
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o. PSU b. Segment c. serial d. Sample e. Person f. Sample
number number number person
I 1Y2N
g. Name of condition h. Name of person
(Medically Attandcd) I I
I I
i. Determine if eligible respondent is avai Iable:
❑ Eligible respondent available
❑ Telephone call or return visit required (AS, Condition page)













I a.m. I a.m. I
4 I p.m. p.m.
I a.m. I a.m. I
2 ❑ Nat at home - repeated cal Is
3 n Temporarily absent
❑ Other (Specify) ~
5
➤
In an interview at our household today (earlier this week) it was reparted that you recently
INTRODUCTION:
had . . . . rTh* fol owing questions refer to that condition.
t ❑ Respondent denies having condition (RA)
Footnotes
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and tell ma on what date you” first noticed I
(had) the . . . . 1 Month DayI
2. Atthattimo when you first noticed (had) the !
. ... howsorious didyou thinkit was- very
1 ❑ Very serious
1 zD Somewhat serious
serious, somewhat serious, or not serious at all? 1
I 3n Not serious stall
1
3a, After you first noticed (had) the condition on
,
+ about how long was it before
~ ooon Discovered by doctor (5)
you vlslte or talked to a doctor about it?
~ loOn Under 4 hours (4)
1
1
12 —Hours 3_ Days 4_ Weeks
---- __-____ ---_________ -.-_____ -— —_____ L ------------------------ ; _______________
b. We are interested in the various reosons why ~ A. Did you wait becouse you couldn t
people wait before going to o doctor. Please 1 get an appointment or the doctor
toll me whether any of tha folloyin statement
\ +0 see or ~ ‘as “ot avai’ab’e’woro reasons why you waited (time
!Y 2N
talk to a doctor about this condition - 1
/ B. Because you didn’t have the money? 1 Y z N
!
1 C. Because you didn’t hove a way to
get to the doctor?I l’f 2N
I D. Did you wait because you felt
I the doctor couldn’t do anythingI
I for the condition? lY rzN
I
j E. Because you felt you could treat
1 the condition yourself? lY 2N
~ F. Because you didn’t want to bother
the doctor? lY 2N
~ G. Did you wait because you didn’t
1 think it was serious ●nc.ugh? lY 2N
1
/ H. Because you feel uncomfortable “
1 with doctors or have a fear
I of doctors? lY 2N
1
!
! I. Did you wait for any other reason? IY 2 N(K)
j J. What was the reason?
I
PROBE IF RESPONSE IS INAPPROPRIATE: ; (1) (Reask I
1
I (2) (Reosk I
!
If all “’N’s” in A-1, ask; otherwise,1
1 go to Q. 3c:
I
j K. Why did you wait-&!!E)-to see or talk to a
i doctor about this . . .? Any other reasons?
I
I





[f two or more reasons given in statements A-K,
~---------------------------------------- .
1
ask; otherwise mark box: (1
c. Which of these reasons would you say was the
I




I ❑ Only I reason
1
Circle the appropriate statement letter in the
( ot A 04 D 07 G
I 10 J(2) 13 K(1) !6 K(4)
space to the right. : 02B 05 E oa H II J(3) i 4 K(2)
i 03C 06 F 09 J(1) 12 J(4) 15 K(3)
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4a. B*fora you talked to a
h
doctor about this conditiorr,~
did you ask trnyono for I
trdvic~ about it, such as o \
nurse, druggist, relative, I
friend or someone else? ,Ily 2 N(5)
-----------------------------------------------------------------
b. Who was this?
I




c. Did you ask anyone else
for advice?
1 4D Relative (Non-
1





--------- —-_ —--------------------- ----------—--—- . --- —-- —-------- —-- —---------- .
Ask for each column I
marked inQ. 4b: I
d. Did -- -advise you to see I
a doctor? jlY 2N lY 2N lY 2N lY 2N—-_- _--- ___ ---- —-,_______________ --------------- .. -—----------—-— ---- —-- —-------
● , Did -- advise you to take \
some mcdicino? IIY 2N lY 2N lY 2N lY 2N
f. fin-=:- ‘----------!---------------







2N-l_Y_ _______ ._______ ?_l -----lY _’_I_____3LL---
g. Did -- give you any other \ Y o N (Next Y o N (Next Y o N (Next Y O N(5)
advirx? I Col.) Col.) Colm)
_-____ --------- — ------------------ ——---— —-------- - --------- —— —----





1 (Reask g) (Reask g) (Reask g) (Reask g)
L Please look atthe calendar’. (HAND CALENDAR) I
On what dato did you first visit or talk to
a doctor about this condition?
1
Mmth Date
L On (date) wh*re did you first see or I
talk ta th~ doctor-
oU While inpatient in hospital (RA)
at a clinic, hospital, I
doctor’s office, or some other place?
I ❑ Doctor’s office (graup practice or
1 doctor’ sclinic) (7)
If haspital: Was it a hospital outpatient
I
1 zD Telephone (20)
clinic ortho ●mergency room? 1
If clinic: Was ita hospital outpatient clinic,
sU Hospital outpatient clinic (10)
1 4m Home (7)
o company clinic, or somoother kind of clinic?
1
I sn Hospital emergency room (10)
1 6nC0mPanyor industry clinic (10)
1










L How did youchooso this doctor-through I 1 ❑ Another doctor
onothar doctor, a relative or friend, a 1I 213 Relative/friend
medical burmu, fram a telephano directory, I
or in soma other way?
!in Medical bureau
I
I on Telephone directory
I





lo. Is this doctor you visited on (d ate) the I




1 0 Y(13) N
- -__- ______ --____________________ : ________________________________________
b. Why didn’t you use the doctor or place that














10. Hadyouwcr gonotothis placoboforc th[svisit? 1 ,y 2N
Il. Howdidyou chooswthis placo-thraugh anothor t ❑ Another doctor
doctor, orelativo or friend, amcdical buraau,




s •l Other - %@fy71
I
I
12a. lsthisplaco youvisit~den (date) tho.place
I
you would usually go to for this typo of condition?
; o Y(/3) N
-------------------------------------- +------ —- —-____ -------- ——_________________
b.witydidn’t auusctho doctor arplaco that you
Twauld usua Iygatafar this typo of conditian?
I
If “Home’” in Q.6, go to Q. 16. I




b. Did you have any problcm making I






4a. When you visited tha dactar an=, haw
difficult was it far yau to get thorc - was it
I 1 ❑ Very difficult
vwydifficult, somowhat difficult, ar nat at












c. About how Ionq did it tak~ you tegatthcre? 11 —Minutes 2 — Hours
5a. Aftorgofting thcrc, did oufcalthatthotimc I
f’
1
i ❑ Much too long
ou had to wait to so-t is doctor was much toe
ong, samowhattoo long, arnottao long?




b. Abaut how Iang did you hove to wait after
gstting thcro?
1
11 — Minutes 2 Hours
16. During this visitorr (.date)., didthc
doctor spend ●nough tlmo wtth you or not
I I nSpent enough time
●nough time? I zODid not spend enaugh time
I
17a. During this visit did tho dactrrr advise yau ta




b. Did or will vou go back to se. him for this I
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18a. During this visit on (date) ,did the I
lector proscribo or advlso you to gtt any 1
modicirw for this . . .? lY 2 N(19)
------------- ------- ------------------- ;-------- -_-_ --. -__----- __-_ —--_ ——----— —-
b. Did you get this madicino?




19a. During this visit did the doctor rafcr you to
I
another doctor? I lY 2 N(28)
---------------------------------------L-----------------------------------------
b. Did or will you so-this othar doctor?
I
I Y(28) 2N 9 DK
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------









tl. Howdidyou choose this doctor or place- I I ❑ Anather doctor
thraugh anathwdactor, a rdative or friend,
a medical bureau, from a telopharre directory,
I 2D Relative/friend
or in somo othor way? I s a Medical bureau
I 4n Telephone directory




t2a. Isthisdoctor orplaccyou called on (d ate) I
thadactarorplacc you would usually go to far 1
this tip. of conditian? O Y(23) N. .
b. ~k~~fi;';l;;;;~~~~~~~~~r-pT~c~7~&-----------~----------------------------------------"





13a. How difficult was it far yau ta rtach the doctar
bytoltphanean (date) -was itvory
I I ❑ Very difficult
difficult, som*what difficult, or nat at
I za Somewhat difficult
all difficult? I snNot at all difficult (24)
--------------------------- ------------ ;_-____________-____——-_------—-----—----




?4. During this canon (date) didth* doctor
spend wrough time w-’er not wcaugh time?
1 I nSpentenaugh time
1 2U Did not spend enaugh time1
15a. During this colldid th*dactar advise yauto
I
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I
26a. During this canon (date) , did the doctor
prescriba or advise you to get any medicine for this . . .?
I
2 N(27)
.-- ——-. -— —_ —___ ——______________________ + -_’_! -— —_-__ -- —--_ ----- ____ —_________
!











27a. During this call, didthis doctor refer you to
t
I
another doctor? lY 2 N(28)
-— —___ -— ——-_____ -- —____ —_______________ &-–– __- —__---- ___--- ______ —_________
I











28a. In your opinion, were you satisfied or I
dissatisfied with the treatment or care you n Satisfied (b)
received from this doctor on (date) ~
1
—. I n Dissatisfied (c)
----- —------ ——- —---- —- —- —------- —-----— +----- ---- —---- —---------------------
b. Wou,ld you say that you were very sotisfied or
! I n Very satisfied (29)
1
iust somewhat satisfied? ~ z ❑ Somewhat satisfied (d)
——-—----- —- —---- ——----- —- ——------------ +------------------------------------
I
c. Would you say that you were very dissatisfied 1
4 ❑ Very dissatisfied
or iust somewhat dissatisfied?
1
I 3 ❑ Somewhat dissatisfied
------ ———------- —--------- . -------- —---









29. Da you still have the . . .? I IY1 2N
I
Show who respanded for this supplement. ~ I ❑ Responded far self
If ather than self-respandent, shaw who I
RA
responded for him. i Person was respondent
------_------__----_--------_._J-------------------------------------
If other than self-respondent, give I
RESPONDENT
rea30n for accepting a proxy. oU Under 19
I I ❑ Mentally incompetent
I
I
[ z!3 Physically incompetent
1 So Away fram home during interview periadI




1 ❑ Completed during initial interview[
TYPE OF
! Z ~ Completed by return visit
t
INTERVIEW ( So Completed by a telephone callback
GO TO AS, CONDITION PAGE
:ORM HIS-IA (1 !-7-72) Page 6
46
Nonmedically Attended
O.M. B. No. 68-R 1600: Approval Expires March 31. [97.
.ORM HIS.l B (1973)
,11.7.72, NOTICE - All information which would permit identification of the individual will be held i“ strict
conf Ide”.e. W II be used only by pe<so”s engazed in and for purposes of the survey. and W! II “or
u.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE be disclosed or released to others for any purposes.
s0C141. AND ECONOMIC STATISTICS
ADM[NISTRATION
BuREAU OF THE CENSUS
a. Psu b. Segment c. Serial d. Sample e. Person f. Sample
AcT, NC A. COLLECTING AGENT FOR THE number number number person
“.,. ,IJ.I.IC I+EALTM SERVICE
lY
U.S. HEALTH INTERVIEW SURVEY
2N
g. Name of condition h. Name of person
CONDITION SUPPLEMENT
(Nonmrdically Attended)
1. Decerm!ne ineligible respondent isav8ilable: ~ Eligible respondent avai18ble
~ Telephone call or return visit required (AS, Condition page)















2 ~~Not at home -repeated calls
3 ‘_’ Temporarily absent
~ Other (Specify) ~
b
In an interview at yo.r ho.s.ehold today (earlier this week) it was reported that you recently had . . . .
INTRODUCTION: The foll.awing questions refer to that condition.
, n Respondent denies having condition (RB).-
1. Plcaselook atthecalendar (HAND j
CALENOAR) ond tell me on what dote I Month
you first noticed (had) the..,.
Oay
Z. At that time when you first “otieed
,
(had) the . . . .
J I ~ Very serious
how serious did you ; *m Som=what SeriouS
thiqk it was - very serious, somewhat
serious. or not serious at all?
:3 ~Not serious stall
la. Uid you ask anyone tor advtce
about this condition, such os a nurse, ~




b. Who was this? ,.. _--- —------- .--________ L-J
c. Did you ask anyone else for advice?
Y (Reask 3b and c) N
,
------ .. —---- ------- ------ . _ . . - .. __________
Ask for each column marked in Q. 3b: :
d. Did -- advise you to see a doctor? ,lY 2N
●, Did --advise you to take
some medicine?
,lY ZN
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
f. Old -- advise you on some other type :
of treatment? IY 2N
-. . . . . . . . . ..–
g. Did -- give you any other advice? ;Y o N (Next
, CoI.)
. . . . . . . . . .
h. What odvice-di~ -- give you?






. - +-------- —-
21 Oruggist








.-. .--. ——---. —-
3 ‘~ Relative
(Household member)
4 ~~ Relatlve (Non.
household member)
5: Friend








~ Other - Specify ~
. ..-. . . . . . ----
lY 2N









4. Do you expect to see or talk to a doctor 1
about this . . .? ~ t Y(5b) 2N 9 DK
50. We are interested in the various reasons why 1
people do not go to doctors. PletIse tell me
whether any of the following statements were
t
j A. Did you not see a doctor (did YOU wait)
reasons why you didn’t see or talk to a
doctor about this condition -
1 because you couldn’t get an appoint.
ment or the doctor was not available? lY 2N1
b. We are interested in the various reasons why 1
people wait before going to a doctor. Please
1
tell me whether any of the following state-
I
ments were reasons why you waited~ i B. Because you didn’t have the money? lY ZN
to see or talk to a doctor about this condition - 1
1
1
1 C. Because you didn’t have o way to
get to the doctor? lY 2N1
I D. Did you not see a doctor (did you wait)
1 because you felt the doctor couldn’t do
anything for the condition? lY 2N
!
1
I E. Because you felt you could treat
the condition yourself? lY 2N1
1
~ F. Because you didn’t wont to bother
1 the doctor? lY 2N
I
1
\ G. Did ou not see a doctor (did you
1 “rwatt because you didn’t think it
I was serious enough? lY 2N
I
I
~ H. Because you feel uncomfortable with
1 doctors or have a fear of doctors? lY 2N
I
I
~ 1. Did you not see a doctor (did you
wait) for any other reason? lY1 2 N(K)
t
i J. What was the reason?
. 1
PROBE IF RESPONSE IS INAPPROPRIATE: j (1) [Reask 1)
1
I (2) (Reask I)
1 If all “N’s” in A-I ask; otherwise, goto Q.5c
~ K. Why did you(not/wait to) seeortalk toa
1 doctor about this.. .? Anyotherreas.an?
1
1
PROBE IF RESPONSE IS INAPPROPRIATE: I (1)
I
, (2)
-------------- . ------------------------ I~----- --------------------------------------------
If 1 or more reasons given in statements i
A-K, ask; otherwise mark box: I
c. Which of these reasons would you soy was the , ~- Only I reason
MAIN reason for (not seeing/waiting to see)
1
a doctor for this condition? ao]A oa D 07 G 10 J(2) 13 K(1) 16 K(4)
Ctrcle the appropriate statement letter in ~ OZB os E oa H 11 J(3) I e K(2)
the space to the right. ~ 03C 06 F 09 J(1) 12 J(4) 15 K(3)
1
,
6. Do YOU still have this condition?
1
1 lY ZN
Show who responded for th]s supplement. \ t ‘~’ Responded for self
If other than self-respondent, show
RB -._.w!:::!?!e:?:::?..____.._;_.-F:?:"_-::?:5'!?"::!'_._____......._ _____




reason for accepting a proxy. I
I 1 ; Mentally Incompetent
I
I 2“; Physically Incompetent
;3 ~ Away from home durnng lnzerwew period
I Show how the Information on this
,




1 2 Completed by return visit
$
INTERVIEW I s-, Completed by a telephone callbackI
GO TO A5, CONDITION PAGE
... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ... ....-,“. ,. —,, Page 2










VITAL AND HEALTH STATISTICS Series
Programs and Collection Procedures. –Reports which describe the general programs of the National
Center for Health Statistics and its offices and divisions and data collection methods used and include
definitions and other material necessary for understanding the data.
Data Evaluation and Methods Research. –Studies of new statistical methodology including experi-
mental tests of new survey methods, studies of vital statistics collection methods, new analytical
techniques, objective evaluations of reliability of collected data, and contributions to statistical theory.
Analytical Studies. –Reports presenting analytical or interpretive studies based on vital and health
statistics, carrying the analysis further than the expository types of reports in the other series.
Documents and Committee Reports. –Final reports of major committees concerned with vital and
health statistics and documents such as recommended model vital registration laws and revised birth
and death certificates.
Data From the Health Interview Survey. –Statistics on illness, accidental injuries, disability, use of
hospital, medical, dental, and other services, and other health-related topics, all based on data collected
in a continuing national household interview survey.
Data From the Health Examination Survey and the Health and Nutrition Examination Survey. –Data
from direct examination, testing, and measurement of national samples of the civilian noninstitu-
tionalized population provide the basis for two types of reports: (1) estimates of the medically defined
prevalence of specific diseases in the United States astd the distributions of the population with respect
to physical, physiological, and psychological characteristics and (2) analysis of relationships among the
various measurements without reference to an explicit finite universe of persons.
Data Fro m the Institutionalized Population Surveys. –Discontinued effective 1975. Future reports from
these surveys will be in Series 13.
Data on Health Resources Utilization. –Statistics on the utilization of heaIth manpower and facilities
providing long-term care, ambulatory care, hospital care, and family planning services.
Data on Health Resources: Manfio weT and Facilities. –Statistics on the numbers, geographic distri-
/
bution, and characteristics of h&lth resources including physicians, dentists, nurses, - other health
occupations, hospitals, nursing homes, and outpatient facilities.
Series 20. Data on MortaIity. –Various statistics on mortality other than as included in regular annual or monthly
reports. Special analyses by cause of death, age, and other demographic variables; geographic and time
series analyses; and statistics on characteristics of deaths not available from the vital records based on
sample sutveys of those records.
Series 21. Data on Natality, Mam”age, and Divorce. –Various statistics on natality, marriage, and divorce other
than as included in regular annual or monthly reports. SpeciaI analyses by demographic variables;
geographic and time series analyses; studies of fertility; and statistics on characteristics of births not
available from the vital records based on sample surveys of those records.
Series 22. Data From the National Mortality and Natality Surveys. –Discontinued effective 1975. Future reports
from these sample surveys based on vital records will be included in Series 20 and 21, respectively.
Series 23. Data From the National Survey of Family Growth. –Statistics on fertility, family formation and dis-
solution, family planning, and related maternal and infant health topics derived from a biennial survey
of a nationwide probability sample of ever-married women 15-44 years of age.
*For a list of titles of reports published in these series, write to:. . . Scientific and Technical Information Branch
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